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IOREWoRD _
An inves,tigation of welded plate girders was' c~rried
out during the past·~ th,r·'sa years at Lehigh. University. The
objective of this project was the determination of the
static carrying capacity of transversely stiffened plate
girders. The' study was grouped into an experimental and
a theoreti'cal phase, and t'he results of the experiments
were presented in Rer. 1.
This paper is the first of three in which the mort's
. theoret~cal considerat1onswill be presented. This will b~
done by an~lyzlng first'g~rders sUbjected to bending, then
girde;r-s 's~bject~d 'to she'ar, and fin.ally girders subjected to
combined bending and shear •.
Sponsored jointly by the American' Ins·titute of stee~
Construction, the T].. s. De,partment of Commerce· Bureau o~
Publj.c Roads, the Pennsylvania Depa,rtment of Highways, and
the Weld1ns Research Counci~, the research .project at Lehigh"
Un~versity was gq.ided by the ""Welded Plate Girder Comm1'ttee"
whose members were':','
A. Amirikian,
L,ynn ~ S,'.~ ,Beed+e,
Karl de Vries,
F. H. Dill,
u.s. Dept. of Commerce, Bureau of .
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Leh~gh University
Bethlehem Steel Company
American Bridge Div., u.s. Steel Corp.
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u. S .. De,pt. of Commerce, Bureau of' 'Public
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u. S. Steel Corporation
Air Reduction Sales Company
..American Institute of Steel Construction
W. H. Jameson, Bethlehem Steel Company
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Bruce G. Johnston, Un'iversity of Michigan
K. H. Koopman, . Weldin,g Research Council, Secretary
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SYNOPSIS
An analysis is presented of, the static carrying capacity
of plate girders. First, the phenomenon "web buckling" 1~
discussed to e~plain the discrepancy betwe~n actual behavior
-.tt
and th~ory.· Following this is an analysis or the bending
strength of plate girders. Finally an attempt is made to
interpret the findings as a design. cO:Q.cept.
-1
INTRODUCTION
In the design of plate girders· the tendency is to ar-range
as much material as possible in the extreme fibers. By keep-
ing the web area as small as possible, the ,lever arm of the
internal forces ,is maximized and wi th i't·, the carrying capao!ty.
It was assumed in the past that web buokling sets ,a clear limit
to this tendency' towards an optimum utilization of the material •.
Consequently, an enormous amount of effort has been ,spent in
establishing web buckling values o Summaries may, be found in t
books by Bleich, Timoshenko, or Kollbrunrier and Meister, Refs.
2, 3, and 4.
The conventional plate buckling theory p~edicts the load
intensity under which a plane plat'e sUbjected to edge s'tresses
de£l~cts out of its planeo The formulation o£ the problem is
the same as that for a col~ and as a re~ult the s~me word
"buckling" is used to describe the phenomenon in a plate.
Since the computed column buckling value gives an adequate
measure of the strength of a column, it was natural to con-
side~ that a web buckling value 'was of equal significance.
Such ~n assumption is not true 0 The strength of a plate can
go beyond its buckling limit, and this additional margin pf
str~tl:gth is termed "post-buckling strength". (5)
This has -been pointed out ever since buckling values were
computed, and as a consequence a somewhat smaller factor of
safety was applied to web buckling than against primary column
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bucklingo What should be the value of this factor of safety?
In order to clarify this problem the plate girder investl~
gati9n at L~high University was started~
The' exper'iments described in Ref. 1 demonstrated that'
the concept or expressing the post~buckling strength of a
girder as' a ce~tain percentage of the web buckling strength
is untenable and should be replaced by a strength prediction
which considers the influence or the flanges and transverse
stiffeners on the carrying capacityo The strength of girders
with respect to bending is the subject or this first of three
papersQ
-3,
I'~' WEB BUCKLING
, i
It is the ,purpose of, this first le'h.p:t,e,r to ex,plain the
behavior of a plate when"strained beyond the buckling limit o
A rectangular plate subjected to edge thrus~ is p~etured
in Figo lao For a given edge dis,placement patter;n the strain
ea express~s the appl'led deformation. ny" is a nondimensional-
ized measure of the plate deflection out of its plane at a
particu~ar iocation. Assuming completely elastic behavior of
the material, the r.esu~t of the linea~ buck;ling. theory ~h~t :La
.cPDlPlonly used can thuf;' be illustrated as in Figo'. lb. TtLe, pl.~te
remains ,plane for all 'posi tive values of the applied st~aln_ ~'a
(tension), and also fo~ a limited range of negative strains
(compression). However, the theory predicts that at a certain
critical compressive strain, €cr, the path in this X-Y diagram
bifurcates. Th~' plate must then bulge out of its plane. This
phenomenon is referred to as plate buckling and the correspond-
Ing load is termed the plate buckling load or critical load.
The actual behavior ditfer$ radically from that predicted
by the linea:r buckl~ng theory because initial plate imperfec-
tions are present. With the help of Fig. Ie (which was de-
'rived in Ref. 14) ~his contradiction will be explained. In
this rigu~e the ~elationbetwee~ the applied derormation,
X = €a/leerl, and the ~esultin~ plate derlection, Y, is again
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plotted,' 'assuming that tne pJ,ate has a small initial deflec-
tion of the magnitude Yi as .shown for X = O. Discussing
first the upper half of Fig. Ie, it is clearly seen that
only the strain-deflection path of a perfectly plane plate
exhibits a bifurcation poin~ of equilibrium, and that the
sudden rate of 'increase of plate deflection disappears with
increasing initial deflections. These initial imperfec~ions
need not be very large to completely obscure the buckli~g be-
havior. The majority of the tests conducted at Fritz &1g:t-
nearing Laboratory on shop fabricated, welded plate girders
furnished web deflection cuX've~ of the type shown for Yi-~;: 1
or Yi = 0.5. Webs of riveted girders have, in general,
small~r initial distortions and may leaa to a path mo~e .like
the curve f'or Yi = 0.2(6). In aluminum girders the: relative
initial imperfections are' even smaller due to the fact that
the lower modulus of elasticity requires a sturdier web-to
:Curnish the same criti.cal stress as an equivalent steel
girder. Therefore, a mor~ pronounced rate of increase of
web deflections can be expected such as indicated by the
curve f'or Yi = 0,05(7). Curves which come conaistently·
closer to the singular. case Yl = 0 seem to·be obtainable
only in carefully conducted laboratory tests on isolated
aluminum Plates(8).
The conclu~1on is t~at, in genera~,a web buckling load
cannot be observed on a full scale, shop fabricated plate
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girder built of steel, because the transition from the pre-
buckling into the post-buckling range is not accompanled by
a sudden increase in deflection. Thus, concerning the be~
havior of the web, there appears no reason why the computed
web buckling strain should not be exceeded in a plate girder
under working load.
Figure 1e also indicates that,9 in cases where postbuck-
ling strains are tolerated, an effort to cold straighten
the web of a slender girder in the shop would be ineffective
since the order of magnitude of the final deflections is
almost independent' of the initial deflections o
By using von Karman's nonlinear differential equations
for plates(9) several investigators have derived similar
plate deflection curves for special cases (lO,11,12,l3~Figure
Ie, however, is simply the plot of the equation
(1)
x = eal leerl, a measure of the applied deformation
Yi = the initial plate deflection
y = the resulting plate deflection.
The plate deflections Y1 and Yare nondimensionalized in
terms of the plate thickness and ,a constant which depends
on the shape of the deflection. The derivation of Eq. 1
is given in Ref. 14 by assuming that the deflected configu-
ration grows under load without changing its shape and by
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neglecting the influence of the,memb~ane shear stresses.
It should be further pointed out that the ~~anches resulting
in negative values of Y (lower half of Fig o Ie) are also
equilibrium positions for the plate under the sta.ted 8.ssump-
tiona. If the plate could be brought in a position on the
dashed b~anchea which are unstable equilibrium positions,
it can snap to either side of the reference plane and stabil~
ize there. This Is' the so-called canning effect.
1.2 Web Participation underB~nding
Having analyzed the lateral deformations of a plate
when strained beyond the buokling limit, an explanation:-is
now given ~s to how the deflected web participates in carry~
ing part of the moment applied to the girder". Of all the
stresses in the web only the membrane stresses in the longi-
tudinal direction ·of' the beam give :rise to a bending moment
about the girder's neutral axis. Therefore, reference is
only made to these str'esses or equ1valent strains in the
subsequent paragraphs.
As an e,xample, measured 'web, deflections and membrane
stresses are sho'Wn' in F'ig. 2, plotted against the outline of
the cross section and the elevation of the particular test
girder from which the data were observed(l). The membrane
strains were obtained by averaging the strain readings on
both sides of the web. The strains or stresses - depending
on the scale used - are plotted for three different bending
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moments. These moments are expressed in terms of the yield
moment My, which is the moment initiating nominal yielding
according to ordinary beam theory. The test data corres-
ponding to a particular applied moment are connected by~
straight lines. Thus, the stress distribution over the
entire girder depth can be visualized and compared with the
predictions of beam theory, predictions" w111ch are also plotted
in thin lines for each of the three moment values.
The initial distortions in this cross section and the
additional web deflections under the three moment values
appear on the left-hand side o£ Fig. 2. How the stresses are
related to the web deflections becomes apparent when a longi-
tudinal web strip, which extends over the panel length, is con-
sidered. It is readily seen that an axial shortening G~n~be
"digested" not only by straining alone, but also by later~l
deflect~on of the web. T~us, strips in the compression range
(upper portion· ot figure) avoid carrying their full share of
axial st:raess as sho,wn quite clearly in Fig. 2.
This modified str~ss distribution could be estimated
using the method upon which the derivation o~ Eq. 'l~ is
based. However, since it would depend on the initial dis-
tortions whic~ ~re quite random, an assumption as to the
resulting stress distribution will be made rather than to
the shape and magnitude of the initial web distD~tions.
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It will be assumed that the contribution of the compressed
web portion may b~ disregarded exce.pt for an effective strip
along the compression flange (Fig. 3c)0 This leads to the
effective width concept as already used in existing speci~
fieat10ns (for example Ref. 15, and as summarized in Ref. 16).
There exists little information on the effective com-
pressive strip in plates sUbjected to edge displacements
similar to tho~e of webs of bending girders. But it seems
safe to assume that at ultimate load at least the same effec-
tive st~ip width be can be expected as for a thin plate under
uniform edge compression, namely about 30t for mild steel.
II THE ULTIMA TE BENDING MOMENT
i i
It has been shown in Chapter I that tlle attainment. of
the web buckling load does not constitute failure of a plate
girder. When will a plate girder s~bjected to bending fail?
Obviously, not before one of the framing members around·a web.
panel fails, because only then will the derlected web be unable
to burden the framing members with that portion of the bending
moment which it alone cannot resist. In a symmet;rically pro-
portioned plate girder with proper transverse stiffeners the
static carrying capacity is reached when the compression
flange fails ~ ba~ring brittle fracture. Therefore, tbis
section of the paper which anal.'yzes the static strength of' .plate
girders subjected to bending, will be concerned with the bracing
and propo~tionlng of the compression flange.
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In order to classify the different buckling types, the
compression flange may be considered as an isolated column 0
Wi th regard to buckling" such a column has three degrees of
freedom: it can buckle laterally, torsionally, or in the
vertical direction. This is pictured in Figo 3b where the
three arrows show· the three directions or motion. In Fig.
3a the notation to be used later is also dafinedo
2.1 Vertical Buckling of the Flange
L .1. - . i ,
If the compression flange possessed rigidity in all
directions, it could be the lone carrier o~ the compressive
forceo Together with the, tension flange force this would
provide the ~eslsting bending momento This concept is
realized in a truss. A plate girder of I~shape cross section
could act the s~me way provided the web were able to brace
continuously the compression flange which ot~~w1se lae~~
rigidity in the web direction. Since the required brac!ng
stiffness is sma~l, the'danger of compression ~lange failure
in the vertical direction 'is limited to high web slenderness
ratios. By setting an upper limit to the web slenderness
parameter {3 = bit, i,t should be, possible to arrive at a" design
concept whioh is unafrected by this type of failure. To
establish such a limit will require a number or simplifying
assumptions which are discussed nexto
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In the process of bendin~, curvature gives rise to trans-
verse flange force components which cause a uniform compressive
indicated in Fig. 4 where the reaction stresses an needed to
keep the flanges in equilibrium are showno If th~ plate were
subjected to stresses of this kind only, failure of the web
plate would occur s'-milar·· to that of an EllIe!' column with a
stress an on the upper and lower edges of the web. This is
stress intensity
..... CJ - trE
on - er -- 12(1-'.12)
Actually, the pIa te' is 'also sUbj ected to long1 tudinal stresses
as pictured !pFig. 2. Assuming that the adverse influence or
the compressive stresses in lon,gitudinal direction is orfset by
the tension in this direction, and that the influence of. yield
penetration into the web at high flange strains is offset by the
restraint offered to the thin wep by the rlange, the value given
above can be considered as an estimate of the web's resistanc~
against vertical buckling, of the flange.
Over the length "dx" the transverse component of the flang~
force amounts to Af·CJf·~·dX, where CJf is the flange stress and
b .
ef the flange strain. To prevent vertical buckling it is re-.,
quired that the applied force be smaller than the resisting
force, and this leads to
b I' rr2E ' Aw 1
" t <~24(1~v2) 'if ·~ (2)
This slenderness limit depends somewhat on the ~atio of web area'
I
to flange area, Aw/Af = po'. In general, this ratio of area does
not drop below 0.5. In o~der to prescribe an upper limit for
bit applicable within the range of practical design, inequality
'..II
(2) c,an be used assuming a minimum. value of 005 for Aw/Ar. If
it is required th~t every flan.ge fiber reache's',' yield stress ,,·be-
fore failure, tl1.en ~ flange force Arcryis obtained. To ful:Cill
this condition tbe rlang~ strain must be somewhat greater than,
the yield strain ey = cry/E becaus~ an elimination of residual
stresses or requires a strain of ef = (cry + 0r)!E, as sketched
in Figo 40 Under these assumptions and by substituting known .
numerical values, inequality (2) can be written as
b
< O~48 E -(3 )t ,ay (cry +' or) ,
and amounts to bit < 360 for mild steel where cry = 33 ks! and
Or is assumed to be 16~5 ks1.
Although this derivation for web slenderness limitation
appears somewhat cr~de, it checks rairly wel1 the test observa~
tions, points out the parameters involved, and establishes a
cOnTI.action between them. E~pression 3 indicates that a girder
built of high strength steel will require a lower bit limit than
one made or mild steel. This is due to the fact that the flange
rorce and curvature can increas~ in proportion to the higher
yield stress, thus giving rise to a larger vertical force com-
ponent. For a gird~r built or low-alloy high-strength steel
with a minimum yield point of 50 ks! the web slenderness ~atl0
should not exceed 250.
This vertical failure of the compression flange was ob-
served in a test on a girder whose web slenderness ratio was
~ = 388 , web to fl~nge area ratio Aw/Af = 0.68, anq whose
fla.nge stra.in ef . "w;a.~ s'l:tghtlyrtlo,re tliaii '~he yi611dcs~m!~;fu. 8y
(Re·f. 1.. Sec'., '2,".5~:) ~Givid',er "·'G4}i· - The expEaJriments also
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included a girder with a tubular compression flange, a cross
section of· which ap.pears in Fig. 20 It differed from the
one mentioned above only in the shape of the compression
f'lange~, Regardless of the amount or strain imposed, this
girder could not be made to fail in this manner. In this
case the flange was a self-supporting element wi-th respect
to vertical buckling and needed n~ bracing by the web.
Therefore, it can be conclude4 that the stated limit ror
the web slenderness parameter is'con~ervative for all those
girders whose flanges provide a certain degree of vertical
rigidity, such as in riveted gi~ders with flange angles.
It must be pointed out that girders which are loaded
not only at point~,of transverse stiffening, but at inter~
mittent points as well, require webs st~dier than st1pu~
lated by inequality ,.3". This will also be the case in
curved comp~essiop flanges, such as those sometimes used
over interior supports o~ continuous girders.
2.2 Later~l Buckling
;
Lateral buckling of beams has been analyzed very
- (24)thoroughly.. \ I An excellent survey appear<;Jd recently -1n
Refs. l~ and 17. The~opic is taken up again here only in
order to derive and jJ;1~tify a design concept especially
applicable to plate girders.
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In an effort to arrive ~t a simple design formula the
paper by de Vries(18) is probably the most significant, In
the discussion which it provoked(19) it was pointed out,
especially by W1nte~, that there should be not one but a
pair of formulas, each one applicable when the other becomes
unnecessari~y restr1ctlv~. It was generally agreed that the
first of these could be the one proposed by de Vries, which
depends only upon the paramete~ of (span length x girder deptb)+~
(flange width x flange thickness).; This rormula, 0cr(v), appea~s
in the upper left corner' ot Fig. 5.
It is the' objeotive of this section to show that the
second formula of the pair e~presses the concept that the
lateral buckling ~treas ocr(w) is that of a column whose
effective cross seotion is composed of the compression fl~nge
and one sixth of the web. This concept is pictured in the
upper right corner Of Fig. 5.
a) The Relation Between st. Venantls Torsion and
Warping Torslori
Since the papers by Timoshenko, summarized in Ref. 2,
were published half a cent~ry ago, it has been recognized
'that the resistance of an I-beam against lateral buckling
consists of two parts: namely, st. Venant to~slon and warping
torsion, often referred to as pure torsion and flange bend~
ing torsion. The st. Venant part is due to twisting of eaoh
component plate where the angle of twist gives rise to a
shear stress flow as pictuped in the left of Fig. 5. The
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sum of the torques que to this stress flow is the st o Venant
torsional resi$tance considered in the accepted analysis of
lateral-torsional buckling of beamso The warping contri-
bution, shown on the right side o£ Figo 5, is due to lateral
bending of the flange plates and will be discussed in detail
under Sec. 2.2b.
In order to reflect these two parts, the expression for
the critical bending moment is rewritten between the two
sketches of Fig. 5 as- expression (a). The assumptions under
which it can be transformed ipto expression (b) of Fig. 5
is shown in Sac.. 4. 1, where, th~ two a.pproximat ion fOI'Dl1J,las
appear as the equivalents of these two terms. The first
term takes only st. Venant torsion into aocount, the second
only warping; hence the symbols 0cr(v) and O'cr(w), respec-
tivelWo
From expression (c) in Fig. 5 it is seen that the re-
lation between these three stresses is the same as that
existing between the sides of a right triangle. The length
of the hy.potenus~ r-epresents the correct or!tical stJ;"~SS 1
whereas the two sides indicate the prediction by each
formul~ .alone. Therefore, a conservative estimate of the
lateral b~ckling ~tress is obtained if either approximation
formu~a is used alone. When' either of the two values 0cr(v)
or ocr(w) is pre~om1nant, the other can be neglected, sinoe
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the length of the'hypotenuse is only slightly more than that
of the longer leg alon~.
In Ref. 18, it is convincingly demonstrated that for
hot-rolled b~am sections the ocp(v) expression applies.
However, in deeper beams suc~ as plate girders, the warping
torsion is the governing factor and the design should be
based according to the aforementioned column concept. This
is seen from Fig. 6, whe~e the critical buckling stress of
a .plate girder 1$ p·lotted against the slenderness ra,tic of
a column whose ertective cross section is composed of the
comp~ession flange. and 9ne~s1xth of the web. By assuming
that the flange tnickness is related to the web th!ckness,
the stress resulting from the formula Ocr (v) and the exact
critical stress ocr{v,w) can be plotted in the same coordi~
nate system. This is done for a flange to web thickness
~at10 of 3 and various web slenderness ratios. As seen, the
exact lateral torsional buckling stress 0er(v,w), con~ider1ng
both warping and s't. Venant torsion, exceeds the simple
column prediction only sl~ghtly for a web slenderness ratio
~ = 200 and even less tor higper values of ~.
b) The Ph,ys1,ca,1 Interpretation of: Warping Tor~ion
Analyzing the .mode of buckling from the lateral-"
torsional buckling equations, it can be shown that, for the
case of neglisible st. Venant torsion, the rotation of the
cross section occurs around the tension flange. With the
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notat'ion defined. in Fig. 7Q., the buckling mode of a beam
under p~t~bendlng and with simply supported ends can thus
be expressed as w(x,y) :::l Wo 2*b cos T, Wo being the maximu.m
deflection of the top fl~nge at centerline of the ~pa~ and
n,ormal to the -web plane. The lateral force compone;r.t of the
2d wacompression flange is equal to afAr~. This overtu~ning
dx
force is held in equilibrium by the bending resistance of the
. d4w . d4wa i~wa
compression flange, Elf ,( a. Thus Elf ----4 + OfAf~= o.
'dx4 dx x
InseI'ting w(x, y ::; b/2) in th:ts differential equation yields
-m-rwith r = -Af (4)
This 1s simply the lateral buck~lng stress of the comp~ess1on
flange plate~ The ~en~lon: f~ange has neither a stabilizing
nor a detrimental effect since it remains undeflected in the
lateral direction and, as stipulated, st. Venant tor~~on is
neglected. How~ver, the str~sses in the web also create
d 2 wla,teral force component wh10,h amounts to q = at -- pep -·unit
dx2
dept~ and is pictu~ed in Fig. 7- Lacking rigidity in the
lateral direction, the web certainly burdens the two fl~nge$
with the resultant later,l forces Ta and Tb. These two re-
actions are
(5a)
(5b)
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That Tb is zero .could bav~ been concluded from the vanishing
tension flange deflection. To the lateral force component of
the compression flange, however, is to be added the web con-
t~ibution (5a) and the equilibrium condition now reads
or
Ocr (w)
°cr(W)
_ nfE If
- 2t Af+.1 Aw
6
"'E
=(1) 2
r
(6)
which is indeed the e~press1on derived in the Appendix, Sec.
4.1. It is to "b'e noted' "t'bat the critioal stress represents
the stress at the centroid of the compressed element furnish-
ing the lateral rigidity, thus is not the extreme fiber stress.
From the derivation shown above it can readily be seen
what modification of expression 6 would be needed if the stre~s
distribution over the gl~der depth d"iffe:rs from the assumed
linear one. Fo~ example, a stress d1strib~~1onmm11ar to that
of the full plastic moment would require to t~ke into account
one quarter o£ the web area instead of one sixth. For a stress
distribution as p1cture~ by the plotted points of F!g. 2 a
smaller value than Aw/6 would result. Since the influence of
the web on lateral b,uekli'ng is small compared to that of the
flange, it ~s justir1ed to use the average value of one sixth,
corresponding to the linear stress distribution, also for the
other extreme cases.
If ,the girder. er,oss section differs somewhat from the
doubly symmetric I-shape, the neut~al axis may shift from the
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mid depth of the web. In plate girders this effect is gen-
erally lim!ted ill exte,nt, and thus it is not necessary to
change the equivalent web port~on of bt/6 = Aw/6 to a mo~e
precise value. Of much greater importance for profiles with-
out doub~e symm~try ,"8 the fact that compre,ssion and tension'
flanges have uneq~al lateral rigidities, an example of wh~ch
is shown in Fig. 7b. From the physical interpretation it
becomes clear that in this case of negligible st. Venant
torsion only the lateral'Figldity of the compressionflang~
is of signif'icance. Tlterefore, O'cr(w) as given in Eq. q'~
should apply ra1rly well to all plate girders with symmetry
about the ve~tical ax1~. To check thi~, rererenpe can be made
to an excellent survey on simplified lateral buckling formulas
recently assembled. (+7) In Figs. 5 to 8 of this reference
the lateral buckling .stresses as obtained by va~ious approxi-
mate formulas applied to unsymmetrical I-sections are com-
pa:red with the rigoJ;'ou8 solution (Eqo 1 in Ref'. 17). Since
acr(v) underestimates considerably the exact value of the
elastic buckling stress for the examples used in Fig. 7 and
8 of the quoted reference (particula.rly for the case ~ ~ 300~'),
it should be expecte.d that· here O"cr (w) would apply. That this
is the ca.se is shoWn in S,ec. 4- 2, where the respective diagrams
derived by Clark apd Hill are reproduced as Fig. 13.
Because tqe phenomenon of lateral buckling ir st. Venant
torsion is neglected ,1's simply one of lateral bUokling of the
compression flange, the buckling curves used in the inelastic
r~nge must be those of weak axis buckling of wide flange type
columns. From Ref. 20 it can be concluded that, depending
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upon. whether the girder is welded or riveted, the critical
stress in the ine~astio range must be significantly different.
In order to avoid too great a differentiation the Guide to
D~s1gn Criteria for Metal Compression Members, Ref. 16, ~re­
commends the use of a basic column ourve w~ich repre~ents an
averag~ of the extreme trans~tlon curves in a stress ve~s~s
slenderne~s diagram, pending fu~ther research on this problem.
It is suggested he~e that this basic column curve be used for
lateral buckling of plate girders analy~ed with the warping
torsion conce,pt:
O'er
-= 0< A <{2 (7a)
(7b)
with
Tbis curv~ is plotted in Fig. 8. First the standard
slenderness ratio A, which makes the plot independent of yield
stress, is used for the abscissa scale. Next the scale for
the parameter l/r, valid only for ey = cry/E ~ 33/30000 = 0.0011,
is shown. Finally t~e old established parameter "buckling
length to flange wid~h" is presented. T:Q,is lowest abscissa
scale 1s applicable only if the shape or the compre~sion flange
is a rectangl~.
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" The derivati9n of the general lateral buckling expression
CEq. 16 in Sec. 4.1) is based on the assumption that the shape
of the girder cross, section' is preserved at the instant of
buokling. The val1~1ty of this assumption becomes uncertain
for plate girders with high web slende~ness r~t1os and in
eases whel1te·-'the, tr~nsvez'se st.itfeners are not fitted to the
tension flange. Howev~r, this uncertainty concerns only the
st. Venant torsion part sinoe it is dependent on an undeformed
cross section' whosecompo:nent plates a~e assumed to be foro~d
through the same angle of twist. If, fo~ instance, the.joint
between the ten~ion flange and web were pinned, the to~sional
constant K in Eq. 16 ;::w.ould zaeduce' to about one--hi.lf the value
for a rigid joint, (exactly one half if the web's contribution
in 1/3 ~ bt.3 is neglected), and a reduction in "critical"
stress, 0cr(v), of almost -30% would result. The derivation.,.,
of O"er('w) in Sec. 2.'2b, however, is no,t affected at all.,_, ..... ,._,
Since warping torsion in a. pla.te gl:rder 1s the predominant.- .._.
contribution to lateral stability, a deformation of p~otile
shape has but little effect upon ~he resulting buckling, stress
and an analysis on the basis of ocr (w)alone is a conservat,1,ve
one in all cases.
Recalling: that at the tension :flange side no shea:r trans-
fer in the lateral dlrection is needed (Eqo 5b) ~ and having
shown that a preservation of the right angle between tension
flange al1d web is not eSS611tia1 9 a theoretical cOJ:lfirmation
is obtained o£ the test evidence that transverse stiffeners
may be cut short for a limi'ted amOllnt at the side of the
t',ens ion fla.l1.ge (Re f 0 21.~ Part 0 2) 0
203 Torsional Buckli~ of the Flange Plate
The analysis of the thI~ee modes of failure is sim.plif·led
in that it does not recognize the dependance of the dirferent
failure modes upon each other o It was correct to single out
vertical buekling9 for it occurs in a direction of symmetry.
However, when torsional buckling or the compression flange 1s
treated independently of lateral buckling~ it ia a slightly
unconservative simplificationo
Ir all restrall1t on the flange from the web is neglected,
the case reduces to 'buckling c,1: a 1,ong SJ hinged plate under
pure edge compression at its endso Hence~ the only parameter
on which the flange plate buokling stress dep~nds is the
ratio o£ outstanding width to plate thickness 9 c/do In Fig. 9
the critical flange stress is plotted as a function of this
parameter and Ao The quantity A is a dimensionless parameter
d~fined belowo In the inelastic range the curve is obtained
by assuming that the onset of strain hardening or ~lange plate
is at A = 0 0 45 (22) ~ that compressive residual stress of
cry/2 (A = 1Z) eXists~ and that the transition curve is
tangent to the curves at these two pointso Then the analy-
tical expressi'orls of! the bucklil'1g 'ourve B..re
and a plate buckling coeff'icient k == 0.425(3). Assuming !l,-, .
yield strain ey = 33/30,000 = 0.0011, the critical stress can
be expressed in terms of the plate slenderness old as shown
on the second abscissa scale in Fig. 9.
with
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(8e.)
(8b)
Above the computed buckling limit the strength of any plate
is, in general, made'up of two parts. First, a favorable're-
arrangement of forces ,wnere elements adjacent to the plata
participate in its function, and second, the platefs own post-
buckling strength. The first part is n0t significant for the
flange plate of a girder with a thin web. For the second,T Wint~r
concludes (23) that.only for an outstanding flange of more than
about thirty times the flange, thickness can a sizable eff~ct of
postbuckling strength be expected. In such a ,range the ult~mate
stresses are less than one half of the yield stress thus it, is
of little interest in ~he design of plate girders. Therefor~L~
it is recommended that the post~buckling strength be ignored
conipletely (as is the established practice in the design of-- calC!..
formed light-gage steel struetures(15»).
As described in Ref. 1, one test girder was built with an
extremely wide flange (old = 24). Ita ultimate load exceeded
the computed critical ~lapge bucklipg stress by about 10%.-
The flange distortions of such a structure approach magnitudes
under which serviceability is impaired prior to reaching the
~ult1mate loado
In designing plate girders, the compression rlange should
be made as wide as possible to increase its lateral rigidity
and with it its lateral buckling strengtho But if t41s is done
in excess or a now-to-be established limit, torsional buckling
of the flange plate will replace lateral buckling at a lower
ultimate stress.
In order to eliminate torsional buckling as a primary
cause of failure, the critical stress of the flange plate
given by Eq~. 8, should exceed that of lateral buckling given
by Eqs. 7, resulting in
t 2.9
c>.J1 + 1 Aw i
l 6 At
c
.-d elastic range, ~ '> 26 (9a)
(9b)
(0.053 ~ - 0045)0.68
oinelastic range, - < 26
d
This correlation between old and ejc 1s plotted in Fig. 10.
As indicated, the condition
¥ ~ 12 + .Jc (90)
(loe. a flange width to thickness ratio not exceeding 12 ,plUS
the ratio of lateral buckl!ng length to flange width) wou~d
exclude the possibility of torsional bUQkling as a primary
cause of failure for giI"der sections undeI~ uniform bending.
Should it be desirable to exceed this limit for the
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flange width~to-thicknesa ratio, Eq. 90 could be used to
find an eq~ivalent column length with which the critical
stress is found from the basic column curve, Fig. 8.
This procedure of eliminating plate buckling by spee~ry­
ing the plate slend~rness ~atio as a function of the column
slenderness ratio co~responds to $ recomme~~at1on of the
Guide to Design Criteria for Metal Compression Members. (16)
Inserting the :re~pective values into Eq. 3.3b of the "Guide"
results in exactly the expression g~ven above ~or the elastic
r'ange, Eq. ,9a.
The curves in Fig. 10 for the inelastic r'ange are
dependent on the a~s~mption o~ the transition curves. A~
mentioned,before, v~lues for plates and columns were est~b­
lished in Ref. 22 for the onset of strain hardening ( e/~ =
16.5, c~ = 8.5 for ~ = 33 kai). This is plotted as point A
in Fig. 10. If the eplumn curve used would take strain
hardening into account, the cur,vas of.' Fig. 10, which ~orm the
boundary between torsional and lateral buckling, would have
to pass through this point A.
III',; _DESIGN CONSI-DERATIONS
Ultimate Bending stresses
;
Although the strength prediction {)f a girder segment
subjected to pure bending appears to be simple because only,
three possible types of co~press10n rlange buckling have to
be conside~ed, there are still some difficulties in specify-
ing admissible compnessive flange stresses~ This is due to
the presence of four independent parameters which influ~nce
the result, namely ~/r, c/d, Aw/Af, and bit. Whereas the
f~rst two essentially control lateral and torsional buckl~ng
of the compressiop flang~, the two latte~ paramete~s alao
influence the ultimate b'ending moment to a certai'n degree.
A slender web burdens the f~anges with stresses the
web cannot resi~t. This leads to an increase of the com-
pressive flange stresses over and above the nominally com~
puted values. A method of acco\tnt,ing :Cor this ~effeet will
be suggested.
Assium1ng first that the flange 1s pr'evented from buckling
laterally or torsionally, the predicted ultimate bending
moment Mu is s'hown as curve fIatt in Fig. 11 as a function or
the web slende,rness ,parametev {3 and is exp~essed nondimep..-,
sionally in te:rms of t'he yield momep.t Myo At very high web
slenderness ~atios vertical buckling of the flange would
take place before the extreme fiber stress reached the yield
stress •. Curve n~n indicates the strength fUrrnisned i.f the
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yield stress in the compression rlange could be reached,
assuming that a width of the compressed portion of the web
equal to only 30t were efteotive. As the web slendern~ss
ratio is decreased along curve "e" the stress pattern would
eventually approach point B corresponding to the full plastic
moment. According to Fig. 8 in Ref. 22 strain hardening
could take p~ace when ~ ~ 53, because the web could endure
an edge strain of more 'than 12 ey without the occurrence of
inelastic instab11~ty. It has been shown that a moment eq~al
to the full plastiq value can be developed when €f ~ 12 €yJ
and also that strain hardening can commence and Mu > MP when
ef > 12 ey • Th1,ls, the u~Ltimate moment will exceed or at least
equal the plastic moment at ~ < 53.
Rather than to sp~culate on the cou~se of this transi-
tion rrom the established intersections A and B in Fig. 11,
a straight line may be considered to re,present with sufficient
accuracy the strength predictions in the r~nge of, web slender-
n.6SB ratios 0 < ~ ~ 360. Figure 12 is thus drawn assuming that
a plastic moment is reached at ~ =~53 and an effective width
o~ 30t is available at ~ = 360. or greater importance than'
the exact shape of the t~ansit1on curve is tpe fact that the
,ult'imate bending moment Mu depends also on a "shape factor",
p = Aw/Ar, the ratio of web to flange area, as is born out
in the ~igure. The range of Aw/Ar in which most plate girders
are built is cross.hatched. Detail~ of computation for this
figure are $hown in Sec. 4.2.
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If tl1.e CO!lt3nts of Fig. ~2 ax'e t(Q be expressed an~lyti~
cally it can be done conveniently ip the f~rm
I
(10)
(lla)
where th.e coeff'ici~nt C is 't1te al.ope 9~ ~ l1n~ in Fig. ~2 and
130 the interseqting absoissa. of Mu/My ;;: 1 El-n-d th~ same line.
The consta.nt C co;~lq b~ ~x.pneBsed EIr~ ~n 'Eq. 11~ below, bl1t
since most plate s:J,.rdera ar'e p~il t in- th~ ;t'Rl"lge Aw/Af <: 2, the
siln.pler Eq. lIb Dlay be tl-sed.
1
o = 300+12-0-0-I-f·-
A-;
(llb)
Assurrling thq.t the stress corr;1)utat1on woul~ be done with
the usual section moduiu~ oonqept, th~ nA~1Qal ultimate bending
stress au would equal ~u/S, wqere ~ 1~ the ~ept~on modulus.
Since My/S = cry, Mu/My = au/cry. ~h4~, Eq. 10 can also be
w'1.~1tten as
(12a)
The e~~ress1on a~ wr~tten ~ssume~ tbat in~tability of
compression flange does not influenQe ~ne car~yin~ capacity.
It is conveni~n_t to 1ncQr,po:rate tlLe 1nflu~lfQe of lateIial or
torsional building simply b~ repl~o1n~ 0y w~th the respective
critical stress ocr'
(12b)
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But, unlike the case in the plast~c range, ther~ cannot
be an ~ncr~a$e of the nominal ultimate bending stress when
elastic instability oecu~s because a stres~ di~tr1but1on
similar to tnat for t~e plastic moment will not ta.ke pJ.ace.
In order to keep the conoept si~ple it is proposed to use
exp~ess1on 12b only for the range of web slenderness rat1qs
where ~ > ~o, namely in the post-buckling range where a
Nav~e~-Bernoulli linear stress dist~lbution would be an un-
conservative assumption. In the range of ~ <:; t3 o ' au = cry
l~lill be us~d.
Definin~ t~e postbubkling range as one where the
nominally compu*ced·b~nd1ng str,ess a is greater than the
critical web stress 0cr(3), th~ l+mlting value of bit (130)
ca~ b~ expres~e~ a~ fol1ow~:
~ = 6.0 ~!
(13)
Conforming to the existing U. S. specifications an 1nter-
mediate v~l~e ~s suggested,
5 -{rE'(30 = • 7 --
I a
which gives 130 = 170 when 0 = 0y = 3? ksi, Fig. 12, and 140
for a yield stress eq"lrlal to 50' ksi.
In this waY f the influence of the twq parameters Aw/~f
and bit would be res,tr:Lc,ted in the ordinary plate girder' design
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to a range of high web slend~rness ratios wher~ a reduction
of the allowable compressive rlange stress is in~lcated, The
reductiop in percent of the nominally computed flange str~ss cr
can generally be exp~essed as given below in Eq. 14a which is
obtained' from Eqs. 3 and 13. For A7 steelEq. 14a :ts reduoed
to Eq. 14b, while for a ~ow-al1oy high-strength structural
steel with a yield point of 50 ks! Eq. 14c would apply.
Nom. Bending
stress
(ks1)
:f)end1ng stress
Reduction
in %
Valid for Eq.
a
33 170 < ~ < 360
50 O.O~W(13-140)
Af
140 < (3 < 250 (140)
i. i
Corre~ation with Test Results
The expressions which have been presented for computing
ultimate 19ad can be s¥bstantiated b1 the res~lts of nine tests
carried out on five different plate girders. The girders and
the tests a~e described in detail in Ref. 1. In Table 1 some
of the girder p~ope~t~es are summarized. Below the eross section
is given the section modulus as the ratio of the moment of
inertia, I, divided by the diBtance from the neutral axis to
the extr~me compres..~1on flange fiber, ea., The affective late~al
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buckling J,.ength~, ~k' are chosen as 100. inches in.tests Tl and
50 inches in tests T2, although the actual b~aclng distances
wer,e 75 and 371/2' inches, respectivelyo The determination of
these values is explained in Seco 2.5 of Ref. l~ where the
~ailure modes are describedo The radius of gyration is com~
puted as r = 1I/A where A is the sum of the compression flange
area and one s~xt~ o~ the web area and I is the moment or
inertia or ~his ~Itea about the ·vertioal axis o:f symmetry.
The yield s'tress of the compression flanges, listed to
the right of the respective cross sections in Table 1, are
somewhat above the value of 33 ks! which was used to fix some
of the abscissa sQal~s in Figi. 8 and 9. Neverthele~s, for
the slenderness ratios involved the error in using these
figures, as plotted, i~ negligible.
Girder Gl: With a s'lenderness ratio of the compression fla.nge
as low as 19 and a flange width to thickness ratio as high as
48".,torsional buckl;1ng must be the governing failure cause.
Referring to Fig. 9 when c/d ::: 24, acr = 0.56 .ay ::: 0.56 x 35.4
= 19.8 ksi. This stress need not be further reduced in acco~d~
ance with Eq. 14a since this expression applies only to web
slenderness ratios M = bit in e~ce:;lsf t30 ::: 5. 7 ~ B/a i = 5. 7 X
130000/19.8' ::: 222. Hence au = acr and Mu = auI/ea = 19.8 x
14,380/25.9 :;: 11,000 k;-in. For a moment arm of 150", Puth :::
Mu/150" =.73 k. As shown in Table 1, Puex :;:: 81 k giving a
ratio of e~per1mental to ultimate load of 1.11.
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Gir4~r G2, ~est; T1: Sunat tutin the value of c, d and e,
it is found thatEq. 9 ho,ldso Thus-: torsinal failure should
not be "4he Quckl1ng mode 0:(' the -flange. Entering Fig. 8
either at ~/r ::;;: 32, or ~/2c ::;;: 8 with Aw/Af = 1.4, results
in ocr ::;;: 0.790 y ::;;: 0.79 x 8.6 ::;;: 37 5 kai. With ~o= 5.7~E/d
= 5.7~30,ooo737.5i~ 161, the reduction in accordance with
Eq. 14a be~omes 0.05 x 1.4(185-161) = 2%. Hence,
.~ = 0.98 'x 37.5 x 14,920/25.9 = 21,200 k-in and
Pu h ::;;: 21,200/1,5'0" ::;;: 141 k. This would be compared with the
'\ i
observed ultimate load of ~35 k.
Girder G2. Test T2: ~he criter19n 9c shows that the mode
,I
of failure'c~n be e~ther late~al or torsional buckling.
The curves for lat~~al as well as torsional buckling (Figs.
8 ~nd 9) furnish ocr = Oy. With the 2% reduction according
to Eq. 14~, it results in Mu = 0.98 x 38.6 x 14,920/25.9 =
2 800 V-in. Pu h =~1 800/15 = 145 k.
i ~ j, l :~ <,
Girder G Test T1 With an 2/r = 39, Fig. 8 furnishes
0c~ = 0.96cry = 0.96 x 35.5 = 34.1 ksi. Reduced 1% accord-
ing to Eq. 14a, au = 33.7 ksi. As pointed in Sec. 2.2 the
stress should be computed ~t the centroid of the compres--
siva elem~nt whic~ p~ovides the lateral rigidity. This was
not done in the prev~ous cases where the distance of the
extpe~~ fiQer, ea , is very closely equal to the one of the
flange centriod. ~ut for girders G3 and G5 sa is taken as
the distance from the neutral axis to the center of the
tubular compression flange.
25l.19
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Mu = 33.7x16,200/28.9 ;:: 18,900 k-in. Puth :::; 18,900/150" =
126 k. Of course, a tubular flange has a very significant
torsional stiffness. But with ~ latepal buckling stress
equal to 96% of the yield stress, considering the torsional
stiffness would at most increase the MU by 4%.
Girder G3., Te~t T2: ocr = O.99 cry = 0.99 x 35.5 = 35.1 ks!.
With 1% reduction, au = 34.8 kai. Mu = 34.8x16,220/28.9 =
19,500 k-in. Puth = 19,500/150" ;:: 130 k.
ql1··d~r q4", Test Tl: The girder failed by lateral buckling.
According to fig. 8, Ocr = O.98cry = O.98x 37.6 = 36.8 kai.
(30 = 163. Reduction: 0.05 xO,.70(388-163) = 8%. Hence,
au = O.92x 36.8 = 33.8 kai. Mu = 33.8x 13,420/25.7 =
17,700 k-in. Puth = 17,700/150" ;:: 118 k.
Girder G4t Test T2:
Mu ;:: 0.92ayI/ea = 0.92x37.6xI3,420/25.7;:: 18,100 k-in.
Puth :::; 18,100/150 11 :::; 121 k.
t
Girder G5: Computation sim11a~ to that f'or girder G3 g1'ves:
t
Test Tl: Mu;:: 0.97<Jy (I-0.09)I/ea = 34.4 ~0.91x 14,710/28.9
= 15,9qO k-in. Putb,;:: 15,900/150" = i66k.
Test T2: Mu = 0.99<Jy (I-0.09)I/ea = 35.1xO.91xI4,710/28.9
;:: 16,300 k.,.in. Puth ;:: 16,300/150" ;:: 109 k.
The last test ~esult, G5-T2, exceeds the p~edicted consider-
ably because the act~al ~/r ratio was so small that the fl~nge
could strain hard~n. This is also born~ out with the load
versus centerline deflection d:l.agram shown in Fig. 2.9, Ref.l.
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~f the a.nalysis were based on a coJ.umn curve which takes
strain hardening into account (e.g. Hero ~o, Fig. 27) this
discrepancy would be greatly reduced o
All of these design consid,erations have been concerned
with the ultimate compressive flange stresses. From these
stpes"ses the ul.t:l.ma.te bendl'ng moment was computed. -Except
for the remote ppssibil1ty of a brittle fracture, vertical,
torsional, or lateral buckling of cm~ression flange will
a]m~la~1s be the cause of fail.w1~ ttnder a statically loaded and
'~ymmetr1cal1y proportioned pl.ate girds+, 0 Two facts contrl-
b~te to this. First, it is th~ web portion adjacent to the
compres sion, f18~11ge which, through its i.nsufficient parti-
cipation of membra:r1S stresses" c~us,·es an overstress of the
cornpl"ession flange. Second, if two equal Dlembers are sub-
J~cted to axial forces of equal magnitude but opposite signs,
it is the compression member which fails first because of
i~stab111ty. Only in the case of girde~s with smaller
t~nsion flange area tban compression flange area is it
pass ible the. t the -q,l timB:,t,e Inornerlt, pr~dicted from 0116 or
more of the three different types of compression flange
failures discussed, could not be reachedo In such a case,
it is suggested that the ultimate moment be taken as
2.5'1.19
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For th~ su1;)sequ~nt derivations it ;ts assumed that the
lever arm between the flange centroids and the distance
'Qetwe'en the extreme fibers can be put equal to the web
dep~h ,b. The notation is defined both in Fig. 3a and in
the nomenclature at the end Of this p~per. The expression
tor the cri~1oal·moment of a beam of span ~ with simply
supported ends is (3)
(16)
With:
I y ~ Girder's moment of inertia abt. weak axis ~ ~ Af c 2
. A'
K: ::; Torsiona,1, oonstant = -31 (2cd.3 +bt.3 +~Cd.3) ~ 1. · Af (2d~,--!!t2)3 Ar '
, 2: 2
r :::: Warping, constant = 1 I b 2 ~ 1 "A:rb c"4 y 6
G ~ S~ea~ Modulu~
S = Section Modulus
= E
2-(1+v)
1 Aw
:::: bAf(l~ 'If )
_ Mer
.0C1' ,~ T --
rr
2 Ea
+8 (l+v)
't 2~:i!
d2 (20)'2
t 2 Awl~'li
1 Aw 2(1+ 6 ".A.fJ
+
''--v--''
C
~
D
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~he fraction B in Eq. 17 can be p~t equal to one. This
~s al~o~t exaotly the c~se if the flange thickness d ls, about
1.2 t1m~s ~h~ web th~cknes8 t, and in all the cases where the
wa~ area 1s negl~g1ble compa~ed with the flange are~~AwlA~-O.
Then the remainger A in the £irst term is the square of Ocr (v)
(F,ig. 5), becaus~ the numerator equa.ls (0.65 'E) 2 using Poisson's
:t'atl0 \I = Q.3.
The ~a4ius of gyration r of the equ1~alent column Qo~posed
of the compression flange and one sixth of the web 1~ defined as
r
2
::: 'J./A, with ~ ::: d(2c) 3/12 and A ::: Af + i Aw ::: 2,cd (1 + i ·~) .
2 2 1 ~Hence, r· ::: C /(3 + "2 Af). The express10nD 1nEq. 11 can thus
be interpreted as r 4, and the product of fraction C and fract1Qn
D is nothing but the square of D'cr,(w) introduced with Fig. $.
i ! 1
Ratio MulMy
With the notation,defined in Fig. 3, the abbreviations
Aw :: bt, p::: Aw/At, T'Ja ::: 'Ya/b , T'Jb :: Yb/l:?, and the assumption
th_t t~e flange thlc~nesa is infinitely small the computation
is b/~ ;:: 360
neutpal axis AfYb + Yb Q Ar(b-Yb) +~ t(£l b-Yb)tYb 2"" 12 24
1~ +L -:;:: + 7 (1-+2)llb 3P p2 .12 P
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_~2 1 3 2 . b 21· - 2
I = AfYb + 3Yb t + Af (b-Yb) + 12t (24b-Yb)
Sa + L = Afb [T)~ + pT)3 + (1-T)b)2 +
Ya I-~b 3 b
M = (J SU Y a
Yield Moment
hence
I (19)
(19)
bit = 53
Plastic Moment Mp = ayAfb(l + p)4
(20)
hence Mu = ~p
Resulting in
p = 0
= 1/2
= 1
= 2
= 3
= 4
= 5
1 + P~ =~ = '4 (= f = "shape factor")
1 + P
6
for r3 = 360 f3 = 53
11b Mu/My Mut'My
0.500 1.00 1.00
0.481 0.94 1004
0.466 0.89 1007
0.444 0082 1.12
0·430 0077 1017
0.417 0.74 1.20
0.413 0.70 1.23
(21)
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The simplifying assumption of infinitely small flange
thickness affects the result Mu/My only slightly since both
n.uraerator and denominator are affected in the same way and
thus cancel possible errors to a large extento The same
rSlnark applies to cross sections which differ somewha.t from
the double symmetric I shapeo Furthermore, the above derived
ratios Mu/My change little in the ranges of high web slender-
ness ratios~. Therefore, a value ~ = 360 appears to be
appropriate also for other ratios of Aw/A f , even though this
limit of 360 is derived for Aw/Af = 005 only.
11!3 Lateral Buckling of UnsY!!.l11l.etr:i;cal ur" Seetio,ns
The radius of gyration, considering the compression
flange (2cx d) and one sixth of the web (bt/6) as a column,
is 2c3 d
3 (2cd + bt/6)
For the example outlined in
= 2..086 x 30090
300 x 300
Using the abbreviation ~ =
or cd :::~ [in2].
I-*.
t3~
that is, Ac == -"'-.At
1-*.. '
=====::=====-====:=·c=~== ..
__ a. .... --__ -
--.,.-------- -
Ac
,
Ac+At
~
=.-- [in],
I-dt
C ::: ;_o~ [in],
= 10", dCase c
Case d = 1",
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These critical st~esses apply for 0< ~~ 1/2, while for
1/2 <. ~< 1 O'ar is equal to the value for de c: 1/2 as plotted
in Fig. 13.
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NOMENCLATURE
b: Depth of girden
c: Half of flange width
d: Thiokness of flange
e: Distance from NA to e4:trelne fibe:r
1.': Shape i'actor ::; MP/My
k~ Buckling co~frlcient
e. : Buckling length of' a column
r: Radius of gy~a~lon
t: Thickness o~ web
l~: Deflecti9n p~~pepd1c~lar to the plane Of the web
-40
A:
E:
M:
I:
P:
s:
X:
Y:
Area
Modulus 'of E~astic1ty (30,000 ksi)
Bending moment
Moment of Inert1~
Load op test gl~de~s (defined in Fig~ 1.1 of Ref. 1)
Section Modulus
Ratio of applied st~a~n to critical strain
Nondimensiona11zed p~ate deflection
~: Web dept~ to web thickness ratio. =bit
8: strain
~:' Normalized slende~nes8 ratio
v: Poisson's ratio (: 0.3)
p: Ratio between .web and flange area = Aw/Af
a: Normal stress
251.19
Subscripts: ~ - a1:>ove
b - below
01'1 -'" oritj_cal
ex
- expex'ilnental
f
-
compl'6ss1011 f'lange
i -- initia.l
!' = res i<lllG'l
th """. tJ1Go:~etical
l1. = u. ~L J~ ilaB. ~I; e
1-\1 = we"b
y - yle:tdirlg
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Table 1 Summary of Bending Tests on vlelde'd Plate Girders
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Compared with Expressions of Ref o 17
